


Tulsa District Reservoirs:Tulsa District Reservoirs:

•• We have almost 50 reservoirs within our We have almost 50 reservoirs within our 
district boundaries.district boundaries.

•• Most of these reservoirs were constructed Most of these reservoirs were constructed 
between the 1940between the 1940’’s through the 1980s through the 1980’’s, s, 
with typical design lives of 50 to 100 yrs.  with typical design lives of 50 to 100 yrs.  

•• Many of our projects are approaching their Many of our projects are approaching their 
design life. design life. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have almost 50 reservoirs within our district
Most of the reservoirs were constructed between 1940 and 1980
They had a typical sediment design life of 50 to 100 yrs
And many are approaching their design life.



Tulsa District Reservoirs:Tulsa District Reservoirs:

•• Local public and private sectors have seen Local public and private sectors have seen 
these lakes as a source of municipal and these lakes as a source of municipal and 
industrial water supply for the stateindustrial water supply for the state’’s s 
population.population.

•• These reservoirs are being used for These reservoirs are being used for 
recreational purposes, and supplemental recreational purposes, and supplemental 
stream flow water for water quality, stream flow water for water quality, 
aquatic life, and related activities aquatic life, and related activities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many local public and private entities use these reservoirs as a source of municipal and industrial water supply, as well as for recreation, water quality, and other related activities. 
And these entities are getting concerned that the reservoirs are filling up to a point that the water source will no longer be available to them.
So usually I am asked to complete sedimentation projections in conjunction with water supply reallocation studies, which are prompted by this concern.





Tulsa DistrictTulsa District’’s FORCTEOS:s FORCTEOS:

•• Paul Paul BisdorfBisdorf from the Tulsa District researched from the Tulsa District researched 
various methods of determining the reduction in various methods of determining the reduction in 
storage capacity due to sedimentation, and storage capacity due to sedimentation, and 
wrote an algorithm to accomplish the best wrote an algorithm to accomplish the best 
method.method.

•• This program is called This program is called forcteosforcteos..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how do we complete these sediment projections?  We use a program called FORCTEOS.  This program was written by Paul Bisdorf, who is here in the Tulsa district.  In the late 90’s Paul researched various methods of determining the reduction in storage capacity due to sedimentation. Paul consolidated his findings, and wrote an algorithm to predict future sedimentation into a reservoir.   This program is called FORCTEOS.




FORCTEOS:FORCTEOS:
•• FORCTEOS (the software) requires the following FORCTEOS (the software) requires the following 

information to predict future sedimentation:information to predict future sedimentation:
–– Original Capacity at top of flood control poolOriginal Capacity at top of flood control pool
–– Resurveyed capacity at the top of flood control poolResurveyed capacity at the top of flood control pool
–– Original capacity at top of conservation poolOriginal capacity at top of conservation pool
–– Resurveyed capacity at top of conservation poolResurveyed capacity at top of conservation pool
–– Original capacity at the top of inactive poolOriginal capacity at the top of inactive pool
–– Resurveyed capacity at the top of inactive poolResurveyed capacity at the top of inactive pool
–– Year of reservoir closureYear of reservoir closure
–– Period in years from closure to date of resurveyPeriod in years from closure to date of resurvey
–– Total number of years for forecast periods.Total number of years for forecast periods.
–– Percentage of soil type from collected sediment samplesPercentage of soil type from collected sediment samples
–– Average Annual Inflows from Closure to ResurveyAverage Annual Inflows from Closure to Resurvey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This software requires 25 parameters some of which are:
Original and latest re-surveyed reservoir capacities at top of Conservation pool, flood pool, and inactive pool.  
Number of years from closure date to latest re-survey
Total number of years for forecast period.
Soil type percentages within the basin
Average annual inflows from closure to resurvey
Total period of record inflows
Total sediment deposited during resurvey  

There are several more, but I can give you list of the total parameters if you are interested.



FORCTEOS Input File:FORCTEOS Input File:

•• The input data is put in an excel The input data is put in an excel 
spreadsheet:spreadsheet:
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Presentation Notes
It wasn’t the most user friendly program.  So Dan took Pauls program and re-wrote it making it a lot more user friendly.  All of the input parameters are entered into an excel spread sheet that is pulled directly into the program, prompting it to start calculations.  



ComputationsComputations

•• Tons of sediment depositedTons of sediment deposited
•• Trap EfficiencyTrap Efficiency
•• Detention TimeDetention Time
•• Flow Through TimeFlow Through Time
•• Volume of Sediment in a 100 yr periodVolume of Sediment in a 100 yr period
•• Total Volume DepositedTotal Volume Deposited

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The computations estimate the total sediment yield, the tons of sediment deposited, the trap efficiency, the detention time, the flow through time, the volume of sediment in a 100 yr period, and finally the total volume deposited.
All of the equations used in these computations can be found in HEC’s IHD Volume 12 publication.




Tons of Sediment depositedTons of Sediment deposited

•• Determines Sediment YieldDetermines Sediment Yield
–– The software computes a total sediment deposit of each type of The software computes a total sediment deposit of each type of 

soil of the material found in the sediment samples.soil of the material found in the sediment samples.
–– Age of the deposit in yearsAge of the deposit in years
–– Based on one of the three (3) types of projects the software Based on one of the three (3) types of projects the software 

uses predefined dry density weights to compute the total yield uses predefined dry density weights to compute the total yield 
based on the percentage of the separate soils.based on the percentage of the separate soils.

•• Determines Total Tons of Sediment.Determines Total Tons of Sediment.
–– Once the total sediment yield is calculated the software Once the total sediment yield is calculated the software 

determines the tons of sediment deposited since the last survey.determines the tons of sediment deposited since the last survey.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To compute the total tons of sediment deposited, the program first computes the total sediment yield based on the percentage of the separate soils, using a subroutine that uses :
	1. The inputted percentages of Sand, Silt, and Clay found in the samples collected from around the basin, or estimated percentages if you 	don’t have samples.
	2. Age of the sediment deposit in Years
	3. Dry Density weights based on the type of reservoir you choose
			 The program uses predefined dry density weights based on one of the three (3) types of reservoir operations that the user 				 inputs.  Ideally you would obtain these from the soil samples, but most of the time you don’t have soil samples available so 				these predefined dry density were determined by Paul to be a good representative of any project in our district .  

And once the total sediment yield is calculated the software then calculates the tons of sediment deposited since the last survey.




Trap EfficiencyTrap Efficiency

•• The next step requires determining the The next step requires determining the 
ratio of sediment inflow to sediment ratio of sediment inflow to sediment 
outflow and refining this ratio. outflow and refining this ratio. 

sisosie QQQT /)( −=
Te = trap efficiency expressed as a decimal

Qsi = inflowing sediment load

Qso = outflowing sediment load.

HEC’s IHD Vol 12 
Eqn (5-01)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The  program then determines trap efficiency which is a ratio of the sediment coming in, to the sediment going out.




DetentionDetention--timetime

•• Refinement of the trap efficiency is Refinement of the trap efficiency is 
determined by converting the trap determined by converting the trap 
efficiency ratio into the log of the trap efficiency ratio into the log of the trap 
efficiency ratio.efficiency ratio.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next the detention time is determined.  This is a refinement of the trap efficiency.   It is determined by converting the trap efficiency ratio from the previous slide into the log of the trap efficiency ratio.




Flow through timeFlow through time

•• The flow through time, or detention time The flow through time, or detention time 
in years, is the ratio of the capacity of the in years, is the ratio of the capacity of the 
reservoir in acreservoir in ac--ft over the average annual ft over the average annual 
water yield in volume/year.water yield in volume/year.

wd YST /=
Td = Flow through time  in years

S= Capacity of reservoir in ac-ft 

Yw = average annual water yield in volume/yr.

HEC’s IHD Vol 12 
Eqn (5-02)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then the flow through time which is the detention time in years, and it is the ratio of the capacity of the reservoir in acre feet over the average annual water yield in volume/year.  




Volume of sediment in 100Volume of sediment in 100--year year 
periodperiod

•• The software then converts the sediment The software then converts the sediment 
inflow from tons/year to ac. ft. in 100 year inflow from tons/year to ac. ft. in 100 year 
period .period .
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HEC’s IHD Vol 12 
Eqn (5-03)
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Presentation Notes
The software then converts the sediment inflow from tons/year to ac. ft. in 100 year period.




Final stepFinal step

•• Total Volume Deposit is the result of the Total Volume Deposit is the result of the 
trap efficiency multiplied by the total trap efficiency multiplied by the total 
volume of sediment delivered during a 100 volume of sediment delivered during a 100 
year period.year period.

det VTV *=
Vt = Total Volume Deposited

Te = Trap Efficiency

Vd = Total Volume Deposited in 100 yr period

HEC’s IHD Vol 12 
Eqn (5-05)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then the program calculates total volume of sediment deposited by multiplying the total volume during a 100 yr period by the trap efficiency.




Tulsa District Reservoirs:Tulsa District Reservoirs:

•• ForcteosForcteos program is run to obtain the program is run to obtain the 
following output:following output:

WordPad Document

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the output file that the program creates. 
It gives you the 
	capacities at different time intervals for top of conservation, flood, and inactive pools
	how much conservation pool and flood pool storage is left
	volume of sediment after time interval
	the estimated percent deposited below the flood pool and conservation pool
	a sedimentation rate for that time interval
	the flood control pool and conservation pool trap efficiencies
	the period trap efficiency




Create the EAC curvesCreate the EAC curves

•• So essentially the program output gives you 3 So essentially the program output gives you 3 
points on an elevation capacity curve:points on an elevation capacity curve:

Capacity atCapacity at
top of conservation pooltop of conservation pool
top of flood pooltop of flood pool
top of inactive pooltop of inactive pool

•• Using an excel spreadsheet, I take these three Using an excel spreadsheet, I take these three 
points and work backwards to create a complete points and work backwards to create a complete 
1 ft EAC table.1 ft EAC table.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So essentially the program output gives you 3 points on an elevation capacity curve:
Capacity at
	top of conservation pool
	top of flood pool
	top of inactive pool

I take these three points and work backwards, using an excel spreadsheet, to create a complete 1 ft EAC table.




Questions??Questions?? 

Sarah HarrisSarah Harris 
918918--669669--43544354 
Sarah.j.Harris@usace.army.milSarah.j.Harris@usace.army.mil
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